Sony xav 63 wiring diagram

Sony Xav 63 Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified all right pictorial representation
of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the
power and signal links in the middle of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives assistance
more or less the relative approach and promise of devices and terminals on the devices, to
encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would conduct yourself more
detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to
highlight interconnections beyond creature appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to create positive that every the connections have been made and
that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams produce an effect the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical services in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use normal symbols
for wiring devices, usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not only feint where something is to be installed, but with what type of device is
instinctive installed. For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling light has a every other symbol, and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has
unconventional symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative symbol and for that reason do the
various outlets. There are symbols that function the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to agree to membership of the domicile to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will afterward improve panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or new special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Quick Links Download this manual. Equipo utilizado
en las ilustraciones no suministrado. Apparecchiatura utilizzata nelle illustrazioni non in
dotazione. First connect the car antenna aerial to. For details on connecting to the parking
brake switch cord, see "Connecting the parking. A separate adaptor may be required. You
cannot use multiple auxiliary devices simultaneously, even if they. This connection is only for
amplifiers. Connecting any other system. You can use an RCA cord not supplied to connect
auxiliary devices. If you have a power antenna aerial without a relay box,. Notes on the control
and power supply leads. Frequency or TA Traffic Announcement function. For details, see. For
details, consult your car dealer. When the yellow power supply lead is connected, power will
always be. Connecting active speakers with. Before installing, make sure that the catches on
both sides of the bracket. If the catches are straight or bent. Cable con terminales RCA no
suministrado. Cavo a piedini RCA non in dotazione. En primer lugar,. Collegare prima l'antenna
della. Es posible que se necesite un adaptador independiente. Potrebbe essere necessario un
adattatore separato. For details, see "Power connection diagram" on the reverse side. Per
ulteriori informazioni, consultare la sezione "Diagramma dei. Es posible utilizar un cable RCA
no suministrado para conectar. Antes de montar la unidad, utilice las llaves de. Si conecta
altavoces activos. Antes de instalar la unidad, compruebe que los enganches de ambos. Si no
lo. Positions 1, 2, and 3 do not have pins. Las posiciones 1, 2 y 3 no tienen terminales. Le
posizioni 1, 2 e 3 non hanno piedini. Negative polarity positions 2, 4, 6, and 8 have striped leads.
Los cables de las posiciones de polaridad negativa 2, 4, 6 y 8 son rayados. Prima di montare
l'apparecchio, utilizzare le. Per ulteriori informazioni, vedere. Prima di installare l'apparecchio,
accertarsi di ripiegare i fermi presenti. Se i fermi sono. Non collegare un tipo di sistema diverso
onde evitare di causare. Note sui cavi di controllo e di alimentazione. TA notiziario sul traffico o
AF frequenza alternativa. Per ulteriori informazioni, consultare l'autoconcessionario.
Collegamento per la conservazione della memoria. Note sul collegamento dei diffusori. Print
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Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Operating
Instructions Manual. Page 2 Be sure to install this unit in the dashboard of the car for safety.
Page 5 Additional Information Precautions Park your car in a safe place to watch or operate the
unit. This product uses font data which is licensed to Sony by Monotype Imaging Inc. Please
check for exceptions, due to national requirement or limitations, in usage of Bluetooth
equipment before using this product. The following chart helps you to check if a disc is
supported by this unit, as well as what functions are available for a given disc type. XAV Touch
to open the source list. C Clock page 14, 48 Close key Touch to close the menu. For menu
operations, use the touch panel. Page Mode Button J. Press and hold to find a station manually.
Page Getting Started Getting Started Resetting the unit Before operating the unit for the first
time, or after replacing the car battery or changing the connections, you must reset the unit.
Press the reset button page 10 with a pointed object, such as a ballpoint pen. Note Pressing the
reset button will erase the clock setting and some stored contents. Touch the desired program
type. The unit searches for a station broadcasting the selected program type. Page Playback
Controls Playback controls Touch the display if the playback controls are not displayed. To
cancel, touch again. The PBC menu appears. The options are indicated below. Set the clock
page 14 for the channel to be displayed accurately. By touching the point on the map according
to your mood, a circle appears around the touched point, and the tracks inside the circle are
played. This function is convenient, for example, when searching for a track in shuffle or shuffle
repeat mode. To disconnect the iPod Stop playback, then disconnect. Touch the desired file.
Playback of the selected file starts. Do this Radio reception: seek forward stations. For details
on the compatibility of your device, visit the support site on the back cover. Bluetooth status
indications Calling Name Calling Bluetooth status indications None: Bluetooth signal is off.
Page Connecting Operate the Bluetooth device to search for this unit. A device list appears on
the display of the device. Page Handsfree Calling Connecting to the audio device lastconnected from this unit Make sure the Bluetooth signal of this unit and the audio device is
turned on. Touch the desired item in the list. The contact confirmation display appears. BT
Menu On the Line. Connect this unit and the Bluetooth device page Reduce the volume on this
unit. Page Optimizing Sound For The Listening Position - Intelligent Time Alignment Optimizing
sound for the listening position â€” Intelligent Time Alignment The unit can change the
localization of sound by delaying the sound output from each speaker to suit your position, and
simulate a natural sound field with the feeling of being in the center of it wherever you sit in the
car. CSO Center Speaker Organizer allows you to create a virtual center speaker even though a
real center speaker is not connected. Page Monitor Adjustment Monitor Adjustment Touch
panel calibration Touch panel calibration is required if the touching position does not
correspond with the proper item. For details, see the pages listed below. Page 50 Item Monitor
Type Selects an aspect ratio suitable for the connected monitor. The screen aspect ratio of this
unit also changes. The front AUX terminal is for audio only. Page Rear View Camera Settings
Rear view camera settings You can display setting items on the picture from the rear view
camera to assist operation. If you have any questions or problems concerning your unit that are
not covered in these Operating Instructions, consult your nearest Sony dealer. Maintenance
Replacing the lithium battery of the remote commander Under normal conditions, the battery
will last approximately
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1 year. Page Removing The Unit If the fuse blows again after replacement, there may be an
internal malfunction. In such a case, consult your nearest Sony dealer. Removing the unit Insert
both release keys simultaneously until they click. Before going through the checklist below,
check the connection and operating procedures. If the problem is not solved, visit the support
site on the back cover. General No power is being supplied to the unit. If there is no input, no
picture appears in the rear monitor. Disconnect the current connection and search for this unit
from the other device. Page 61 USB device. Offset There may be an internal malfunction. If the
error indication remains on the display, consult your nearest Sony dealer. Output connection
failure. Page 64 Sony Corporation Printed in Thailand This manual is also suitable for: Xavbt.
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